
 
This notice provides you with information about the risks associated with the services provided 
to you by Tulipshare Ltd. (“Tulipshare”, “we”, “our”, or “us”).   
 
Through our platform, we offer shares of publicly-traded companies (“stocks”).  Every securities 
transaction, including those relating to stocks, carries risk and may not be suitable for every 
investor.  This notice provides you with information about the general risks associated with 
investments and stocks.  It does not explain every single risk, nor does it explain how risks may 
affect you personally given your circumstances.   
 
Tulipshare does not provide investment advice.  If you have questions about an investment 
decision or are unsure about how certain risks may affect you, you should seek assistance from 
a qualified and registered financial adviser before investing.  It is important that you understand 
the risks involved before deciding to trade on Tulipshare’s platform.  You should also have 
adequate financial resources available to bear such risks.  When you trade, your capital is at 
risk.  You should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. You should monitor your 
investments carefully. 
 
Tulipshare does not carry out an assessment of any nature (including the suitability of our 
services to your specific circumstances or your requirements, or your ability to suffer any losses 
incurred as a result of market movements) before we allow you to use our services or before 
we will act on your instructions. 
 
You may have a liability to pay tax on any returns you earn by investing. These will be particular 
to your personal circumstances and independent advice should be sought if required. 
 
Our platform allows for whole share investments as well as fractional share investments, which 
carry some additional risk.  Fractional shareholdings bought on our platform cannot be 
transferred to another service provider and can only be liquidated through us.   
 
Tulipshare only accepts market orders.  Market orders are executed immediately at the best 
currently available market price.  If you place a trade outside of regular US market trading 
hours, the order will queue until the market opens.  When you place an order, you will be 
shown (statically) the last-traded price, which may differ from the actual execution price due to 
fluctuations in the market.  We cannot guarantee that the execution price will be the same; the 
price you receive can be in your favor or against you.   
 

Risk Disclosure 
 

 



There are inherent risks associated with the use of online execution and trading systems 
including, but not limited to, software, hardware, and connectivity issues.  While trading on our 
website and/or app, system errors may occur. You should be aware of the risks that may result 
from any system failure, including a delay or fail in any order you submit.  In using our platform, 
you acknowledge that there are risks associated with using an online trading system including, 
but not limited to, the failure of hardware, software, and Internet connections; the risk of 
malicious software introduction onto your devices and/or that may impact your account; the 
risk that third parties may obtain unauthorized access to your information; and the risk of 
computer viruses, spyware, phishing attacks, spoofing, communication failures, disruptions of 
service, errors, distortions, and delays.  You should be aware that electronic communications 
are vulnerable to spoofing and phishing attacks.  You should take care when reviewing 
messages that appear to be sent by us. 
 
Fees associated with using our service are described in our Terms of Service.  As a reminder, the 
fees imposed by us may affect your profitability.  We may change the fees we charge you; if we 
increase our fees, we will provide you with 7 days’ notice. You are advised to review our current 
fees which are described in our Terms of Service (https://tulipshare.com/terms) before using 
our services. 
 
Any opinions, news, research, prices, and other information contained on our website and/or 
app or sent to you as marketing material are provided as general information only and do not 
constitute investment advice.  We shall not be responsible for any loss arising from any 
investment based on any information provided to you.  Past performance is not indicative of 
future results.  The performance of stocks can go up or down.   
 
Market movements can be volatile, and the price of stocks may be significantly impacted by 
politics, recession, inflation, employment levels, trade policies, international events, pandemics, 
and other unforeseen events as well as company and/or industry-specific factors. 
 
Your brokerage account will be held in USD, which may be different from the currency you 
normally use.  Accordingly, you should be aware of currency fluctuations and the impact they 
may have on you, including the profitability of your investments. 
 
When using our service to convert funds to/from USD, you will be shown a quoted conversion 
rate which may differ from the actual conversion rate that will be applied to your funds.  We 
cannot guarantee that the actual conversion rate will be the same as the quoted conversion 
rate; the actual conversion rate applied may be higher or lower. 
 
Additionally, no assurance can be given that any campaign sponsored or otherwise endorsed by 
Tulipshare will be successful. 
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